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With three million copies sold over nine editions, The Enjoyment of Music is the best-selling music
appreciation text of all time. Spanning the Middle Ages through the twenty-first century, the text
offers a thorough introduction to the elements of music, a broad overview of the history of musical
styles, and fascinating cultural contexts and perspectives. The Tenth Edition of this classic text
features a stunning new design, exciting new repertory, and an unmatched emedia and ancillary
package.
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My daughter needed this book for class and the price was cheaper online than it was in the
bookstore. The problem is that the book did not come with the required CDs. In order to pass the
class, you need the CDs because the CDs correspond with the instructions in this book. No, did not
state that the books are included and you can buy the required CDs but it would have been nice to
know that the CDs were not included and if they are required they must be purchased separately.
By the time we found out the CDs were not included, it was at the last minute and the professor
gave my daughter extra time to listen to the CDs in class. There is a CD that comes with the book
but it is not the CDs with the music on it to correlate with the instructions in the book.

Beware!! This book might come with the DVD, but it doesn't come with the accompanying CD. This
is very inconvient and frustrating!!!

This book references history, art, and everything going on at the time that great and significant
works of music are created and performed. I am not a musician and knew little of music history. I
now have a great appreciation of music and have even tried to write some music myself! This is an
extremely enjoyable and informative book. Super, excellent: If you buy only one music appreciation
book - this should be it. (I also recommend the DVDs that come with it or are sold separately.)

I purchased THE ENJOYMENT OF MUSIC to serve my music-loving instincts with a self-taught
refresher course. For those with a nodding acquaintance with musical terms and notation, this book
and its accompanying CDs could provide hours of real enjoyment. Those without previous exposure
may find it a bit tough going it alone with a survey course textbook. It would seem to hinge on how
motivated the reader/listener is.

The picture for this book is for the next edition. I thought that I was getting the next edition when I
got the previous edition. The page number was off real bad but I had to make do with what I bought.

I ordered this book for my college class prior to the class start date. I was surprised at how cheap
the book was. When I ordered the book it said it was new and it came with the required extras (cds).
I just received it last week in the mail(6 weeks into the class). To my disappointment, it was not new
and did not come with the required cds. All I received was the book and it was sticky, all the pages
were stuck together and it was bent up. Since I'm already halfway through my class there would be
no point in sending it back. I am very disappointed in my order and this is my first experience
ordering from the site. However, I don't think that I will order from here again.

This book has comprehensive music knowledge within its pages. It is an interesting and informative
read. It is highly recommended!

Was not the book I thought I needed, that was my mistake, the book was exactly as advertised.
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